This paper reports on latest results from a larger research program trying to understand the computational principles behind the processing, acquisition and evolution of spatial language. Here we explore an evolutionary explanation of spatial landmarks by carrying out detailed computational experiments. The paper discusses the necessary mechanisms for representing different strategies involving landmarks, their effect on success in communication and their impact on the formation of spatial relations.
Introduction
A lot of agent-based models examining evolution of language are dealing with (single-word) lexical systems such as the formation of colour terms (Steels and Belpaeme, 2005) . There are some examples that try to go further and focus on the evolution of grammar, such as van Trijp (2008) . However, those approaches typically start from predefined lexicons. The same holds for spatial language where early work has focussed on lexicons (Steels, 1995) and recent work has touched upon grammar (Spranger and Steels, 2012) . This paper presents intermediate work that tries to bridge the gap between purely single-word lexical systems and more grammatical systems where words take on particular functions.
We are examining locative phrases consisting of spatial relations and landmarks. Here is an example of such a phrase from German.
(1) der the.NOM Block block.NOM rechts right.PREP der the.GEN Kiste box.GEN 'The block to the right of the box'.
The phrase encodes a specific way of construing reality by integrating a number of spatial strategies. The phrase combines the projective spatial relation "rechts" (right) with a landmark -an inanimate object denoted by the phrase "der Kiste" (the box). The speaker explicitly marked the landmark (not obligatory).
The precise usage of landmarks in a language is culturally negotiated. In English inanimate objects can be used as landmarks. Other languages restrict landmarks to animate objects or only humans, and in some cases just to trees Levinson (2003) . Moreover, the strategies for expressing conceptual choices -lexicon and grammar -differ across languages Svorou (1994) .
Cultural diversity of spatial language strategies is the prime argument for cultural evolution of language (Evans and Levinson, 2009) . Recently, a number of attempts were made at explaining the cultural evolution of spatial language such as toponyms (Schulz et al., 2006) , the role of perspective -"me" and "you" - (Steels and Loetzsch, 2008) , the origins of conceptualization strategies (Spranger, 2011) and grammar (Spranger and Steels, 2012) . In this paper we focus on the role of landmarks including perspective but also inanimate objects. As the methodological framework we follow standard methodology for evolutionary explanations in biology (Tinbergen, 1963) . In particular, we try to answer questions about processing, function, acquisition and evolution of spatial landmark systems.
Experimental Setup
We employ a language game paradigm (Steels, 2012) in order to study spatial language use and evolution. Two robots from a population are trying to draw each others attention to objects in the environment using language. Figure 1 shows an example setup.
The environment consists of a number of blocks of equal size and color (circles), boxes (rectangle) and interlocutors (arrows). The vision system of each robot tracks objects in the vicinity and establishes a model of the environment consisting of blocks (circles) with real-valued distances and orientations of objects with respect to the body of the robot.
The environment is open-ended. New blocks, boxes and robots are added or removed and their spatial configuration is changed.
1. First the robots establish a joint attentional frame Tomasello (1995) . Subsequently, aach agent scans the environment and establishes a situation model of the present 2. One of the robots is randomly assigned the role of speaker.
The speaker randomly selects an object from the situation model (further called the topic T ). The speaker tries to find a discriminating spatial relation applied to a particular landmark or perspective for describing T . Subsequently, the speaker looks up the words he associates with the spatial relation and (possibly) the landmark and produces an utterance. For instance, he might say "links kiste" (roughly: left of the box) if the robots operate a German lexicon 1 .
3. The hearer looks up which relation and landmarks is associated with the words in the utterance. He examines his situation model to find out whether there is a unique object which satisfies the spatial relation with respect to the landmark. The hearer then points to this object. If no landmark is specified, the hearer might try different possible landmarks and see if there is a combination of spatial relation with landmark that is discriminating an object best.
4. The speaker checks whether the hearer points to T . If the hearer pointed correctly the game is a success and the speaker signals this outcome to the hearer. If the game is a failure, the speaker points to the topic T .
Obviously things can go wrong in these interactions especially if the agents are in the process of building a language to succeed in these interactions. The speaker might not have an appropriate spatial relation to discriminate the topic from the rest of the objects in the situation model. Possibly, he has no word for denoting the landmark he has in mind which can lead to confusion with other landmarks and consequently with other objects in the situation model. On the hearer side, the robot maybe does not know certain words in the utterance. Lastly, the hearer might point to the wrong object. These situations present opportunities to update in particular to acquire new words and also expand internal language representations.
The Role of Landmarks in Spatial Language
To give an evolutionary explanation of a phenomenon entails to give an account of the role the trait plays for the evolutionary success. For us, communicative success is the primary selective force in cultural language evolution. Consequently, we have to identify the role of landmarks with respect to that evolutionary pressure.
We use spatial language games to measure what is the impact of landmark systems on communicative success. Populations of agents are given different language and conceptualization strategies and we measure their performance in multi-agent simulations. In all populations agents are using projective spatial relations equivalent to English "front", "back", "left" and "right". The relations are defined as a similarity functions which are computed from the difference in angles between an object and the prototypical angle of the category (Spranger, 2012) . We compare 5 populations.
egocentric (ego) Agents use a single spatial relation in each utterance which is always interpreted egocentric to each robot. For instance, if the speaker conceptualizes "left" to refer to an object, the hearer will interpret the relation from his perspective.
perspective, unmarked (pp, um) Agents use the perspective of themselves but also of the other robot (Steels and Loetzsch, 2008, similar to) . Upon hearing the term "left" the hearer retrieves the best possible interpretation taking into consideration his own and the other robot's perspective on the environment. Similarly, the speaker might use an utterance such as "left" but refer to a position left of the hearer rather than left of himself.
perspective, marked (pp, m) Agents are using different perspectives but also clearly marking which perspective was used. For example, the speaker might say "left you" to indicate spatial relation and perspective.
landmarks, unmarked (lm, um) This population can use perspective (robots) and allocentric landmarks (the box), in conceptualizing reality. They do not communicate which object was used as a landmark. Figure 3: Examples of spatial scenes from each experimental condition ordered from left to rights as in Figure 2 . Left, for instance, agents (black arrows) share a similar perspective on the spatial scenes, there are always 2 objects per scene (circles) and no box. To the right the most difficult condition is shown. Agents have differing perspectives, there are on average 11 objects and there is a box.
landmarks, marked (lm, m) Same population as landmarks, unmarked. But, agents express which landmark they use in all utterances.
Figure 2 shows communicative performance of each population in different experimental conditions. Each condition consists of many spatial situations each of which include two robots and blocks whose positions change. But, the conditions differ in 1) whether a box is present, 2) the average number of objects and 3) the typical perspective of robots (see Figure 3) .
The results show that agents capable of using different perspectives and landmarks perform better in communication than agents without. The effect increases the more objects are in each spatial context and the more the viewpoints of the interlocutors on the scene diverge. This is because agents which can use different landmarks are much more flexible. They have more choice of relation-landmark pairs and often can choose one that fits best or better for discrimination. There are three important observations. First, if the environment is simple and agents have a similar perspec- Figure 4: Representation for a speaker centric conceptualization.
tive on the scene, it is sufficient to use egocentric interpretation of phrases. Second, the best strategy is to use any landmark possible (both robots and allocentric landmarks). Third, marking which landmark or perspective was used always outperforms the unmarked case in which agents use different landmarks but cannot express them.
Representing Spatial Strategies
We use a computational formalism called Incremental Recruitment Language (IRL) to represent the different strategies of conceptualising reality. IRL represents semantics as a constraint program. Programs consist of pointers to data items and operations on these data items. Figure 4 shows an example of such programs for a speaker centric conceptualisation such as in "vor mir" (in front of me). The program consists of pointers to the category front, and the discourse role speaker. Both are introduced via so called bind-statements. The other items in the program are functions linked via variables (starting with ?). For instance, get-context introduces the situation model computed by the vision system. Spatial relations are implemented following ideas in cognitive semantics (Herskovits, 1986) and prototype theory (Rosch, 1975) . We implemented two types of categories, distance-based (proximal) and angle-based (projective and absolute). We only focus on projective categories in this paper. Projective categories have a focal region around a specified axis. Similarity of some location to an angular category depends on the distance of angles. For instance, the front category has a high degree of applicability along the frontal axis. The following equations defines the degree of applicability, i.e. similarity, sim a ∈ [0, 1] given an object o and an angular category c and a parameter σ which steers Late Breaking Papers the steepness of the function. Besides spatial relations, the program also contains operations. Operations take input parameters and compute new output parameters.
get-context fetches the situation model from the vision system of the robot.
identify-location-projective-intrinsic takes a spatial relation and an input set and finds the single object that best fits the category.
geometric-transform takes and input set and a landmark and transforms the input set so that the spatial positions and orientations are seen from the landmark.
identify-discourse-participant takes a discourse role such as speaker and hearer and identifies the interlocutor denoted by the discourse role.
Earlier work has examined how aspects of these strategies can evolve autonomously in populations of agents (Spranger, 2011) . In the experiments presented in this paper, agents are assumed to have such strategies. They are given to the agents.
The Formation of Spatial Relation Systems
We can now examine which operators are necessary for the formation of spatial category systems. Given a strategy and a set of invention, adoption and alignment operators concrete systems of spatial relations arise in populations of agents (Spranger, 2012) . The following paragraphs detail the operators.
Invention: Speaker cannot find a discriminating spatial category in production
• Diagnostic: When the speaker cannot conceptualize a meaning (step 2 of the spatial language game fails).
• Repair: The speaker constructs a spatial relation R based on the relevant strategy (projective) and the topic pointed at. The new category is necessarily based on the distance or angle observed for the topic object (the initial sigma is small 0.1). Additionally, the speaker invents a new construction associating R with s.
Adoption: Hearer encounters unknown spatial term s
• Diagnostic: When the hearer does not know a term (step 3 fails).
• Repair: The hearer signals failure and the speaker points to the topic T. The hearer then constructs a spatial relation R based on the relevant strategy and the topic pointed at. Additionally, the speaker invents a new construction associating R with s.
Category alignment Projective categories are represented by prototypical angles. After each interaction agents update the prototypical angle to better reflect the new observation by averaging the angles of objects in the sample set S. The new prototypical angle a c of the category is computed using the following formula for averaging angles.
The new σ value σ which describes the shape of the similarity function of the category is adapted using the following formula.
This formula describes how much the new σ c of the category c is pushed in the direction of the angle standard deviation of the sample set by a factor
Lexicon alignment Its possible that a single agent can name the same category with different spatial terms. This phenomenon is called synonymy. Allowing agents to track synonymy in their lexicons can be beneficial for overall lexicon size, but only if agents have additional mechanisms for coping with it. Such a mechanism, called lateral inhibition, was introduced in Steels (1995) :
• In case the interaction was a success both speaker and hearer reward the winning construction -the one used in production and interpretation -by a score of δ success . Competing constructions are punished by δ inhibit . There are two types of competing constructions. First, there are those constructions which associate the same spatial relation but with a different word. Second, there are constructions that link the same word to different spatial relations.
• After a failed game, both speaker and hearer decrease the score of the used association with δ fail . # Categories, # Constructions is a measure for the average spatial relation inventory size and the number of constructions (number of words) known to the agent. These can diverge in case of synonymy and when there are words not denoting spatial relations but landmarks.
Interpretation similarity measures how similar the meaning of words are. Each agent tracks spatial relations without ever having access to the exact representation of all other agents. This measure compares the spatial relations of each agent based on how similar they are. 0.0 means no similarity. 1.0 would mean that all agents have exactly the same categories.
The results in Figure 5 show that agents can indeed go from no systems of spatial relations to one that is successful. In this case the population agrees on 3 categories on average. The little overshoot of constructions vs categories in the beginning is caused by synonymy that is later removed by to the alignment operators. 
The Formation of Spatial Relation Systems and Landmarks
Next, we apply the insights from category formation and systematically study the effect of landmarks on such systems. We re-use the populations introduced in the previous section. All spatial relations (and terms) are removed from agents and instead they are provided with the language change operators described in the previous section. Figure 6 shows the dynamics of these operators over time. Agents start without spatial relations and spatial terms. Gradually they invent and align their linguistic repositories. At the same time the population becomes more successful in communication. Figure 7 compares different populations in a number of experimental conditions (same as used earlier). When agents do not have the means to use landmarks they fail in developing successful systems of spatial relations (if the environment is complex). Again the populations which can express the landmark they are using are outperforming agents which cannot. Agents which can use the full scope of landmarks (me/you/box) available in scenes outperform those which can only use perspective (me/you) which outperform those that can only use an egocentric strategy.
Notice, how landmark, unmarked performs worse than the perspective, unmarked. The reason is that, upon hearing a new term agents have to adopt it using a particular landmark. This decision is essentially random, because agents were given no other means of deciding. The landmark, unmarked population has more landmarks to choose from. Therefore, agents are more likely to choose wrong. This makes clear that intermediary stages are necessary and that perspective strategies are suitable intermediaries.
Evolving Spatial Relations and Landmark Lexicons
Lastly, we turn our attention to whether a lexicon of landmark terms and spatial relations can form simultaneously. Figure 8 shows results for an experiment where agents initially do not have words for landmarks nor do they have spatial relations. The Figure shows that agents can evolve both at the same time.
The following is an example utterance one agent in such a population uttered after 5000 interactions.The agent is using a category that he developed which behaves similarly to "front" and a new word for denoting the box.
(4) waketo category-3 tabeta box 'to the front of the box'.
Discussion
The results in this paper suggest two things. First, landmark systems provide a clear communicative advantage over nonlandmark systems (shown for projective categories). This means that their is a selective pressure for developing landmark systems for spatial relations such as projective. Second, landmark systems can be culturally negotiated in a population. In particular, we provided simple invention, adoption and alignment operators sufficient for in silica evolution of landmark systems in populations of agents.
The results hint at possible intermediate evolutionary stages. For instance, unmarked cases always perform bet- Figure 8 : These populations forms a system of projective spatial relations and words for marking perspective and landmarks. There is a difference between the average number of words (# constructions) and the average number of spatial relations (# categories). These are the words denoting landmarks or perspective.
ter than egocentric but worse than marked cases. This is an interesting result before something can be named it has to be conceptualised. In other words, before something can be named as a landmark it needs to have the potential to become a landmark. The unmarked systems therefore provide a necessary stepping stone for marked systems. Another similar example can be found comparing perspective-only to full landmark systems. Using perspective is always less successful than using everything as landmarks. This hints at possible evolutionary trajectories from animate to inanimate landmarks.
The spatial languages evolved in this paper are more less developing in a vacuum. In the real world, different syntactic and semantic systems and strategies within a language interact and influence each other (Levinson and Wilkins, 2006 , provide overviews of different strategies). How to understand and model these interactions remains an open issue although there is some initial work in this direction for colour (Bleys, 2010) and space (Spranger, 2011) .
